COCHRANE PRODUCTS

RAPID BARRIER SYSTEM
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2 - 300 METRES IN 20 - 30 SECONDS

ANTI SUICIDE ATTACK
RAZOR WIRE OPTION FOR SEVERE SITUATIONS

FOR GENERAL CROWD CONTROL
SMOOTH TANGLE TAPE OPTION FOR SOFT SITUATIONS
SYSTEM CONCEPT

The system is designed to provide rapid protection; 75-1000 metre barriers of barbed tape concertina/razor wire coils can be deployed at incredible speed (300 meters in 20 seconds).

Applications: Base camps, no-go areas, embassies, court rooms, military stop lines, streets, buildings, etc...
Barriers may be either manually or mechanically recovered for re-use. Lifespan of the barriers - the same barriers have been deployed and recovered over 100 times.

Equipment is supplied to uplift and re-compress the barrier into modules, simple to handle and compact to store. A single carrier unit can be quickly refilled to drop many kilometers of barrier in a short space of time. Systems can be tailored to meet customers exact requirements. No police or Military Organization can afford to be without this valuable tool, which substantially increases the effectiveness of forces on the ground.

REFILLABLE CARRIER UNITS

**SD 300**
3 COIL STANDARD SYSTEM

**SD 600**
6 COIL STANDARD SYSTEM

**HD 300**
3 COIL HEAVY DUTY SYSTEM
**RAZOR WIRE BARRIER**

A fast - highly effective protection for all. “One barrier is worth 100 security persons”

**PROFILE OF RE-INFORCED RAZOR WIRE:**

Necessary for rigid barrier - standard barbed tape will sag after deployment.

---

**SMOOTH TANGLE WIRE BARRIER**

Provides strong but harmless protection.

**PROFILE OF TANGLE TAPE BARRIER:**

Tangle Tape is fabricated from high tensile galvanised steel strip into which a spring steel wire (1500MPA) is rolled.

---

**COMBINATION RAZOR WIRE/ SMOOTH WIRE BARRIER**

Combines razor wire with the smooth barrier system. Harmless to innocent civilians but effective in stopping a terrorist.

---

**MECHANICAL COLLECTION**

**UPLIFTS IN 2-3 MINUTES READY FOR DEPLOYMENT**

Barriers may either be manually or mechanically recovered for re-use. Equipment is supplied to uplift and re-compress the barrier into modules, simple to handle and compact to store.

---

**RAZOR WIRE NATO SPECIFICATION**

Nato STK No: 5660-99-371-1515

Flanged razor wire recommended for more rigid long life barrier.
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